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If you want to earn extra money, turning to the Internet makes sense. By making money online, you can work at your own pace, earn money whenever you want and wherever you want, without disrupting your full-time or personal life. The most important thing is to focus on your own abilities and interests - focusing on
what you do well will help you get the most out of your online earning potential. The extra money can be as close as your locker or warehouse. Most of us have items that we no longer need, and online classified ads and Internet auctions can turn these unwanted items into cold, hard cash. You can list smaller items on
auction sites like eBay and send them to the winning bidders when the auction is over. If the product isn't easily delivered, consider running categorized ads in a local newspaper or online. Once you know what types of products sell well, you can even expand your business by picking up products from yard sales and



selling them again on the Internet. If you are a good writer with a solid Command of the English language, you can bring extra money by writing articles online. Website owners are always looking for content they can use to guide customers through their virtual doors. Article marketplaces allow authors to benefit from their
experience and expertise. No matter which site you choose, be prepared to submit a writing sample and resume. Make sure your sample reflects your best work and doesn't have spelling and grammar errors, as these sites can be quite selective about who they work with. If you have a special talent that fits well into the
online world, you can pick up extra money by offering jobs and running projects on freelance sites like RentaCoder.com, Guru.com and Upwork.com. These sites bring together companies and individuals who need projects and professional freelancers with the skills they need for the job. Freelance sites include
opportunities for programmers, web developers, database designers, copywriters, and other professionals. You can expect to offer that project and pay a small percentage for each project to a freelance site. Last week we ran (dr) the annual Ask J. Money Anything Day, and more than 50 questions later my fingers
dropped and we called it a day. I answered everything from blogging to budgeting, mortgages, retirement, money mistakes, careers and even what the air velocity of an unladen sink is ;) It was a lot of fun, and if you find yourself bored at any time, pop in there and check it out: Ask J$Anything Day. You might even find
the answer to what my 2013 taxes show I did last year! One of the questions I'm about All the time, of course, is how I make money online from my blogs and projects. It seems hard to believe you can get paid to drink coffee and mess around all day on the Internet (exact words from someone once!), but there's quite a
chance online if you're willing to put on time and commotion. And and and If you're *passionate* (I haven't met anyone successful yet, it's just for the money. These people tend to burn out before they ever do it because there are 1,001 other ways to earn $$1 much faster than a blog! Although it's fun...) So today I
thought I'd answer that question in more detail, because I've only shared pieces before. Every year it seems to vary, but you get a good idea of all the different perspectives you can make money from being online. I literally had no idea about this 7 years ago! Here's the exact question I was recently asked: How can you
make money? Like literally? Who's paying you? And here's a short answer: I make money with advertising, coaching, freelancing, side projects, flipping sites and several other ways. The people who literally pay me are companies and networks that advertise with me, as well as bloggers and people I collaborate with or
coach with. Here's a longer, more specific answer: Advertising BudgetsAreSexy.com - This comes in all formats, such as those visual ads you see there in the top and sidebars, as well as partnerships, donations, affiliate cases (that is, when I advertise kick-ass companies that I love and use and others to sign up too,
such as USAA or the financial book I recommend) and other types of pathways. The thing you don't see here are lousy sponsored messages from random foreign companies... If something sucks here, it's because I'm ;) Advertising RockstarFinance.com - Same general arrangement as above, for less money only, since
traffic is a comparatively smaller Freelance writing - $100-$1,000 per article on money Blog coaching - $50-$100 an hour, A two-time session on the blog helps Money Coaching - $50 an hour, one-on-one session money helps advertising consultancy - I help invest ads for some people and take % of invested site
buying/selling/translating - I help bloggers buy and sell sites to a small brokerage commission (last week I helped sell 10 of them - yay!) Random unique projects – This can be anywhere from building your own side projects to helping companies collaborate with financial bloggers. And the income can be up to $0.00 (or
worse, negative! Like when my projects are bombing!) Or if I'm lucky in an area over $20,000. Like when I was paid to help a large finance company place dozens of ads in the blogosphere. That project netted me $22,000 for about 28 hours of work – all weekend! But of course it rarely happens or else I would already be
a millionaire... So my income comes pretty much in the side of the :) Keep in mind that I treat my projects as 50% business and 50% pleasure. If it were all business, the whole I'd do 500% more! Haha... But because it's boring and I have just as much fun, I'm always dabbling to get paid. Gone are the days when my side
scams are *extra* money because I took a plunge into my self-employed 3 years ago. At the same time, it's gone. a pure hobby, even now that I support a family called 4 myself. Another thing to keep in mind is that our blogging/building interests and skills behind the scenes change over time as well. For better or worse.
For example, if I answered this same question about my income streams a few years ago, it would look completely different. Here's how I made money a few years ago: BudgetsAreSexy.com advertising on a finance website #2 Advertising on a finance website #3 Advertising on a finance website #4 Advertising on a
finance website #5 Advertising on a finance website #6 Advertising on a finance website #7 Advertising on a finance website #8 #10 Advertising on the finance website #9 Advertising on the finance website #10 Advertising on the finance website #11 Advertising at the Giveaway Website Commission from our ad network
Random Random Projects [Names of websites encrypted for privacy reasons and signed contracts, Sorry,] You don't see any coaching, freelancing, site translation, etc. I was all about my financial empire and that advertising money (while learning how to do $hit tin of business at the same time). At the top of this, I think I
make $150,000 a year, but then I started having fun. I became a business, as Jay-Z likes to say, and I got far away from the hobby, as I've come back so far. What did I do with all those sites? I sold them. Another advantage (and revenue stream!) of owning websites – you can translate them if they are decent and
generate revenue! And it's a good picture that some of the blogs you read today have been bought and sold during their lifetime :) I'm sure you didn't know that. (However, I must note that not all sites are financially successful online. Actually, most people don't. And I've also had a decent share of losers – some of which
you can see below...) Here's a breakdown of those projects I've since sold: the last one I sold was $8,000 (breaking even), and luckily I've had far more winners there than losers :) But as you can see, there is a healthy market for online properties just like for physical properties. And while I haven't completed my dream
of trading an online property in a real one day, haha, overall I'm pretty happy with how it turned out. Keep in mind that these numbers are just useful * translating * sites/projects too – it doesn't account for all the revenue you (hopefully) made while the sites were in your possession. I've made $5,000 a month from those
bad guys in their heyday, whereas sometimes $500. Here are some previous posts I've written lying about some of these... They give you an interesting look from different partnerships that can come from that too – such as how I sold these, and then hired back to keep running them. So just because the site you read has
been sold doesn't mean the original blogger is still not sharing all her sexy thoughts in :) (Think of J.D. from Get Rich Slowly. He sold years ago for over a million dollars, but. But. Write about it for years – without anyone wiser) We are $50,000 richer. What we're going to do with this new $50,000 and here's an interview I
just did with Kathleen ForProfitBlogging.com if that helps: Pour your heart into content and focus on what you like. Plus two other great sites that you can follow to make money online: MicroBlogger.com and SmartPassiveIncome.com. Jeff Rose of GoodFinancialCents also has an epic guide to ways to make money,
including lots of beginner tips for you on your trip to make your first online dollar. Speaking of smart passive income... You think people like me are going to kill it online? Not even close. That guy (Pat Flynn) literally makes over $80,000 every month. That. One. Month. How do I know that? Because she is such a great
teacher that she shares her monthly income reports with everyone so that they can all learn as well. Similar to our net worth update, only crack :) Last month he made $83,903.53, which is more than I've done all year! Haha... You can see all these income reports here. And if you've ever wondered what's in his wallet,
here's what you're saying: He was kind enough to snap this back at me while we were doing a wallet crash sequence (remember that?), but I ended up interrupting it apparently today ;) So enjoy peeking into Pat Flynn's wallet! Seen here for the first time! Haha... Anyway, that's what I make money online. Quite a lot
through advertising and occasional scam. The beauty of the online world is that the chances of transforming something into a business are huge if you put in the effort and energy. It's not always fun or easy (most of us work 10, 12, 16 hours a day – even at the weekend!), but if you're dedicated and the *passionate*
odds are greatly in your favor. And btw, we wouldn't even cover any other ways to make money online. I don't do 75% of things that really cost you well! Like making your own products, ebooks, real books, courses, public speaking and tons of other smart business games. I know of some who have made over $1 million
in one course (*ahem* Ramit), while others have become new York Times bestsellers or structured their site with so many revenue streams that it sells for over $3+ million! Jim Wang, what are you? Nothing without hard work or dedication, but the opportunity is defiant. I'll leave you a list of the 50 most expensive domains
in the world to be really impressed. If you scroll to the end, you'll also see sexy financial blogs that I've included in the fun... Back to cheating! ——- PS: You can get a lot of other stuff besides money by blogging and online companies. No physical stuff like friendships, networks, business partners and all things jazz, but
also things like: free laptops, beds, gift cards, toys, hotel rooms, flights, underwear (no joke!), safes, skateboards and lots of other stuff I can't remember at the moment. It's really amazing that. That. come out of blogging... Both personal growth and personal wealth :) Jay likes to talk about money, collect coins, blow up
hip-hop and hang out with his three beautiful sons. You can check all the work on his jmoney.biz. Thank you for reading the blog! Blog!
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